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I'm copying most part of this review from my Flesh Eaters review. If devs aren't bothering with making a unique game,
why would I bother writing a unique review?

Ah, another encounter with the Back to Basics publisher. A publisher that's not really known to players, cause he keeps
his doings shady, but some of the more observant people may know him, them, it, whatever you call it. This
establishment keeps pumping out cheap games, each made in a few weeks, with the very same textures, no significant
gameplay, no storyline, no unique sounds even. How they keep these similar games and not breaking any Steam rules is
beyond me, but okay, let's move on to the game.

What do we have here? Another unfinished game, with the very same art as their other titles:

Kivi, Toilet and Shotgun.Check the characters, textures, sounds, particles, weapons and the overall feel of the
game.

Flesh Eaters Yet again, check characters, textures, weapons, particles, camera, sounds and overall feel.
This game has bugged mechanics, top-down perspective and a feel of a product that has been made during a day
off by a lazy programmer, using some stolen art from some other project (I won't be surprised, if that's the
exact case here).

There is a single player campaign, yet it's so insignificant (and unfinished), that there's nothing to actually play
with. If you do enjoy unfinished products with no quality whatsoever, buy it. If not, just move along.. Tanya in
my opinion was the worst character, thematically in this Mortal Kombat. She plays decently, but I would only
recommend her if you are a fan of playing characters like Mileena, Raiden, or Kitana. this game is good i like it
:D. Good puzzle design, though I found too many levels, even some of the later ones, to be rather obvious. None
of them were "insufferably difficult", as mentioned in the "About This Game" section of the store page.

One quirk that was quite annoying is that I'm playing on a TV set, and I couldn't find a way to reduce the size
of the game window. Used alt-enter to toggle fullscreen on and off, but that didn't help; the window remained
the size of the screen.. I just wish some talented modder would add a skrimish mode, I just can't recommend
this game without it.. Awesome! One of the funnest experiences I've had in VR so far. I have so much more
respect for Iron Man after playing this. Controls are on point and I have a ton of fun each time I fire it up. The
only thing it lacks is more players for multiplayer, but the devs are working to add AI bots last I heard.. I
thought it was a good game and when i started playing it I knew it wasn't
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It's short and to the point; I appreciate the humor that pokes at game development for an indie developer. As it is a free game,
I'm not going to complain too much about the graphics.. As soon as you buy this the license time period starts . To me that
makes no sense. A player should decide when to redeem his license. Look at the rods stats in every DLC 1st before buying , alot
of them repeats itself wich i find a misleading and a negligent thing to do. The gear in this DLC is very good but not for a new
player. Maybe wait til you hit level 5 ? This game is a pure pay to win CLEARLY but hey , it's still a good fishing game. My
thumb is halway down.. little effort put into this DLC, beat it in 20 minutes, puzzles were super easy. Tiamat X is a pretty good
R-Type Clone. It starts off a bit on the slow, but makes up for it later. The game is still in a early form as of this review, and
lacks the ability to change resolution as far as I can tell (or tweak settings beyond auto fire or color Blind). For $1.79 it's a great
steam addition fun little game for the price, just so long as you go into it expecting a R-Type clone. Clearily this is still in a
WIP, so hopefully the Ship speed will be increased, some enemies made more agressive, the overall pace of the game speedup a
bit, some deserving non-generic back ground music added, a few more powerups, a more forgiving continue system, and more
graphic options become availiable later - and perhaps the keyboard controls could use a remapping option. Over all though, it's
very well done - and you could definitely do worse for your buck and change.. This game has so much potential but it lacks in
quality, let me explain. The game is immesnely fun but the servers lag in the middle of a fight and one minute you are in the
middle of an intense fight, the next you die, which happens every game every few minutes. Second, there is no community,. The
games barley have more than a few people per match and out of a 8 person game you get maybe 4 so 2 v 2, which is also
dissapointing because the game is fun. The swords and axes hit where they should, the graphics are nice, the armor looks great.
Even though there are only 2 things that I highlighted it adds up quickly especially when the game is centered around fighting.
Big fights with many players would be epic. I would really like to give the game a good review but I just can't.. Easy to get
100% achievements, but takes too long to patch first.. \ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83
c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd1
8\ud83c\udffc\ud83e\udd18\ud83c\udffc. Unfortunately too psychedelic to properly focus on how to piece the triangles together.
As a result, if you get stuck on a puzzle, you are stuck forever.
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